Text Messaging solutions
Enhanced with SMS+

SMS Order confirmation / order status
OVERVIEW

Secure, Reliable, Compliant,
Managed and IT ready

In an information driven world, customers expect up to the minute updates on the progress
of their orders and service items. SMS is the ideal medium for sending progress updates to
let your customers know their orders are on track.

FEATURES

- Send order confirmation alerts
- Receive customer order changes
- Run reports to track progress
BENEFITS OF 2SMS

-

Information security: ISO 27001:2013
Customer support: 24x7
Flexible pricing
Cloud storage of message records
Audit Trail of delivery and read events
TRUSTe certified privacy

SMS
Your order
number X1234
has been
dispatched and
delivery is
expected by
10 am 12/5/16.

SMS can take a lot of the work out of these notifications
as messages can be automatically triggered at certain
stages of the process. We can show you how. These
automated messages can come directly from your
software, meaning that with very little effort, you can
ensure that your customers are kept fully aware of
everything that is going on in a way that is convenient for
them.
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UPGRADE WITH SMS+

SMS+ enhances regular SMS. Adding longer
message length and allowing rich text content,
you also gain the ability to brand your messages
with your corporate logo. You can encrypt your
messages and set them to expire after a certain time.
Messages sent via SMS+ can be read only by the
intended user, providing the ideal solution for your
more sensitive business communications.

To learn more, please call

Message:
XYZ Recruitment
Your order number
X1234 has been
dispatched and delivery
is expected by 10 am
12/5/16.

Click here to track
order and change
delivery options

